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Abstract—In this paper, we identify the unique quality of
service (QoS) needs of emerging IoT applications and propose
SADIQ, a software-defined network (SDN) framework that
addresses these needs. SADIQ provides location-aware, contextdriven QoS for IoT applications by allowing applications to
express their requirements using a location-based abstraction
and a high-level SQL-like policy language, and the network to
support these requirements through recent advances in SDNs. We
implement SADIQ using commodity OpenFlow-enabled switches
and an open-source SDN controller and evaluate its effectiveness
using traces from two real IoT applications. Our results show
that SADIQ improves the percentage of regions with error in
their reported temperature for the Weather Signal application
up to 45x, and improves the percentage of incorrect parking
statuses for regions with high occupancy for the Smart Parking
application up to 30x, under the same network conditions and
drop rates.
Index Terms—internet of things; quality of service; softwaredefined networks; openflow; abstraction; policies

I. I NTRODUCTION
The emerging Internet of Things (IoT) has the potential
to transform the Internet, moving it from the traditional
human-centric communication (e.g., web browsing) into billions of smart objects communicating in a M2M (Machine-toMachine) fashion [1]. Supporting IoT will require revisiting
Internet’s best effort service model: the sheer scale and diversity of IoT applications [2], their complex communication
patterns (e.g., many-to-one), need for in-network services (e.g.,
computer vision algorithm on video streams [3]), and unique
security challenges [4], motivate the need for an intelligent
network that offers richer services compared to today’s Internet.
In this paper, we focus on providing quality of service
(QoS) support for emerging IoT applications. Our work is
motivated by the unique QoS needs of IoT applications as
well as new capabilities offered by modern software-defined
networks (SDN) to support advance QoS mechanisms [5].
We observe that QoS mechanisms for IoT applications need
to be tightly integrated with the applications. For example,
although huge amount of IoT sensor readings are transmitted,
not all are equally important for the end application, and the
importance of each reading may be context dependent (e.g.,
whether video cameras have observed a security breach). We
would like applications to express and precisely control their
QoS objectives and the network to have suitable mechanisms
to support these requirements.
In this paper, we propose an SDN-based framework, SADIQ
(SDN-based Application-aware Dynamic Internet of things

Quality of service), that provides IoT applications with rich,
context-driven QoS. With the growing trend towards softwaredefined networking in cloud data centers, ISPs, and more
recently in WSNs and fog domains [6]–[8], we envision
SADIQ to be deployed in any SDN-enabled network along
the path of the IoT communication.
In SADIQ, we move away from the “flow” based abstraction
used in today’s Internet and introduce a flexible, locationbased abstraction for IoT called IoTFlow. A location-based
abstraction is a natural fit for IoT applications since these
applications typically involve sensing which is inherently tied
to the location of the sensed data (e.g., where the photo was
taken or where the temperature reading was done). IoTFlow
also offers flexibility, as it leverages a grid-based location
referencing system which allows dynamic control over the location granularity (going from fine-grained mapping to coarsegrained and vice-versa) at different levels of the system (i.e.,
from the application to the SDN controller and the individual
switches).
Using this abstraction, each IoT application can express
QoS policies in a high-level, SQL-like language. The policy
language enables the application to specify typical QoS actions
(e.g., prioritization, bandwidth guarantees) at the granularity
of IoTFlows. For example, an IoT application can mark
traffic coming from a particular location as more important
in response to some event (e.g., an emergency) or because
of lack of prior data from that location. The location could
be specified in an exact fashion or in an approximate way,
leveraging the flexibility of the grid-based referencing system.
IoT applications communicate their policies to an SDNbased QoS controller which translates these polices into data
plane Openflow rules, which are applied on the IoTFlow
abstraction. SADIQ leverages the QoS support in OpenFlow
(e.g., marking, metering, priority queues, etc) to realize the
QoS rules in a flexible and dynamic fashion. The controller
continuously monitors the effectiveness and feasibility of the
QoS policies by collecting statistics from switches – it updates
its decisions based on network resource availability (e.g.,
level of congestion or number of flow entries available on a
switch) as well as application needs. For example, if a switch
has limited space for fine-grained policies, the controller can
aggregate multiple locations into a single location, trading-off
accuracy for switch rule space.
We have implemented SADIQ in OpenFlow [9] and the
Floodlight controller [10]. We evaluate SADIQ on sensor
traces from two real IoT applications (Weather Signal [11] and
Melbourne Smart Parking [12]). Our evaluation demonstrates

Fig. 1: Smart Parking actions on New Year Eve for Melbourne. Some areas see significantly more activity compared to other
regions.
is highly dependent on the location, context, and application
needs.

the feasibility and flexibility of our system in dealing with the
requirements of different IoT applications. Our results show
that SADIQ can improve the application’s response to network
congestion compared to existing QoS mechanisms: for the
Weather Signal application, SADIQ can reduce the percentage
of regions with error in their reported temperature, and for
the Smart Parking application, it can reduce the percentage of
incorrect parking statuses for regions with high occupancy.
To summarize, we make the following key contributions in
this paper:
1) Using traces from two real IoT applications, we make
a case for location-aware, context-driven QoS for IoT
applications.
2) We propose a new location-based abstraction for IoT
traffic.
3) We define a high-level QoS policy language for IoT
applications.
4) We design an SDN-based QoS controller that translates
application policies into OpenFlow rules.
5) We implement SADIQ using an existing SDN controller
and commodity OpenFlow switches, and evaluate its
performance using real application traces.
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II. M OTIVATION : L OCATION BASED I OT A PPLICATIONS
Many IoT applications collect readings from sensors deployed at different locations; these applications also strive
to expand their coverage by deploying more sensors at new
locations, or to increase the accuracy of existing locations.
Given the popularity of such location-based applications, we
believe that the network should explicitly account for their
requirements.
In this section, we provide examples to illustrate how
these location-based applications can benefit from richer QoS
support at the network level. Our examples build on a trace
driven analysis of two popular categories of applications –
event based applications and participatory sensing applications. The underlying theme in these examples is that for such
applications not all data is equal – the importance of the data
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Event Based Applications. Some IoT applications are
impacted by “events”. For example, data from video
surveillance cameras in a certain area may become critical
if an incident occurred in that area. Similarly, data of
a smart parking application that finds vacant parking
spaces becomes vital when a sports event or festival
is taking place. The same applies to disaster prediction
applications, where some sensor readings could foretell
an upcoming hurricane or flood in a specific region [13].
This type of IoT applications would benefit from a network that gives preferential treatment to packets coming
from such areas of events over packets coming from areas
they consider representing a “normal” situation at that
time.
Smart Parking Application. We pick Melbourne Smart
Parking [12] as an example of an event driven application.
Melbourne Smart Parking is based on a system of around
7000 in-ground sensors that monitor on-street parking of
the city of Melbourne, Australia. Each in-ground sensor
detects a parking action, i.e., when a car parks or leaves
a parking space, and uploads this action to an online
database. The city of Melbourne published the parking
data of the year 2014 that covers 27 different areas in
Melbourne. Figure 1 displays a heat map of the number
of parking actions across the 27 areas on the New Year
eve. We can observe that at midnight the number of
parking actions increases in certain areas (highlighted in
blue boxes) such as Docklands (1183), Southbank (798),
and Jolimont (729). We also observe high activity during
other important events (e.g., Fireworks displays). Such
events require special handling of these updates at the
network level because the application needs high parking
accuracy for those areas as many people would be looking
for empty parking spaces at that time.
Participatory Sensing Applications. Many IoT applications are based on participatory sensing, with people con-
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Fig. 2: CDF in log scale of the number of samples per city.
Some cities contribute many more samples than other cities.
tributing environmental sensory information using their
cellphones or special kits. Weather Signal [11] and Air
Quality Egg [14] are some of the well known examples.
Such sensory data are spatially and temporally correlated.
Sensors from the same geographical area over the same
period of time try to report similar information. The more
data samples we have, the higher the accuracy of the
results. However, the distribution of the participated readings often varies significantly over both space and time
because the system lacks control over the locations of
the participants. The quality of the information reported
by such applications would be highly impacted if the
network drops packets from regions with low number
of samples, compared to dropping packets from highly
represented regions at that time.
Weather Signal Application. We select Weather Signal as
an example of a participatory sensing application [11].
Weather Signal is a system that collects temperature data
from users’ cellphones to create a comprehensive live
weather map. We collect six months of Weather Signal
sensor data (October 2014-March 2015), and filtered out
the US samples (8,550,768 samples). Subsequently, we
use Google Reverse Geocoding API to translate the GPS
coordinates of the US samples into city names, which
provided us 15,680 different US cities. Figure 2 displays
a CDF of the number of samples per city in these six
months (note the log scale). The figure shows the nonuniform nature of the number of samples contributed
from each city. Specifically, 98% of the cities cumulatively contribute to only 55% of the data, while 2% of the
cities contribute to the remaining 45% – we refer to those
two types of cities as mice and elephants cities throughout
the paper. This shows how highly skewed and long tailed
the sensor sample distribution can be depending on the
number of contributors in each area.

preferential) services – so for the same application’s
traffic, some packets are more important than others,
based on the context, and should be treated accordingly
by the network. Note that the context would depend on
the application needs, and may extend beyond the state
carried in the packet (e.g., prioritize video surveillance
traffic if security alarm is triggered).
Current flow abstraction no longer works: In today’s
Internet, a transport flow is a logical connection between
two machines (or processes to be more specific). Using
the current “flow” based abstraction for IoT applications, each (Sensor-to-Server) connection would represent
a single flow. This mapping is too fine-grained; each
sensor connection on its own is insignificant and it
will neither be practical nor scalable to define rules for
each individual sensor connection. On the other extreme,
considering (All Sensors-to-Server) connections as a single flow would be too coarse-grained and would not
allow any Intra-application QoS policies to be carried
on. Therefore, a new high-level abstraction is needed
to express suitable QoS polices for IoT applications.
The abstraction should be simple, yet flexible enough to
capture the requirements of a wide range of applications.

Fig. 3: SADIQ architectural overview.

III. SADIQ
Figure 3 shows a high-level architectural view of SADIQ.
IoT applications use the IoTFlow abstraction to express their
policies to SADIQ’s QoS controller, which translates these
policies into suitable data plane rules. The controller also
monitors the network by periodically collecting statistics from
the underlying switches and dynamically updates the data
plane rules based on i) new policies by the application, and
ii) changes in network state.
A. IoTFlow Abstraction

A. Requirements
To support the QoS requirements of the above applications,
we need to revisit both the abstraction that is used to express
these requirements as well as the QoS mechanisms that are
used to enforce these requirements.
• Static, Across Application QoS is Insufficient: Traditional
QoS techniques prioritize one application over the other
(e.g., giving VoIP traffic higher priority over web browsing) but we need “Intra-application” differentiated (or

We propose IoTFlow, a high-level abstraction for IoT applications that allows rich QoS policies to be expressed. IoTFlow
maps a group of IoT sensors from the same geographical
location and working towards the same goal into a single
flow. IoTFlow is enabled by adding a location to every IoT
packet that is sent on the network. We use the MGRS [15]
(Military Grid Reference System) as the location address.
MGRS is a grid based referencing system (derived from
the UTM coordinate system) that defines geographical areas.
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Fig. 4: Military Grid Reference System (MGRS).

Each MGRS location can be represented in 16 bytes and has
precision levels going from a 100km2 to 1m2 , which can cover
an area as big as a city or as small as a bike parking space.
The format of MGRS is 100km2 zone designator followed
by 0, 2, 4, 8, or 10 digits depending on the precision level.
Figure 4(a) shows an example of an MGRS address with
different precision levels.
MGRS provides us three key benefits. First, MGRS is
considered easily interpretable since it is directly translated to
distance being measured in meters, which is simpler compared
to the degree increment of longitude and latitude. Second,
MGRS allows defining geographical areas of different sizes,
so we can choose a suitable granularity based on the requirements. Third, the hierarchical grid nature of MGRS allows
us to easily aggregate/disaggregate IoTFlows and apply QoS
policies at different granularities based on the constraints
of the network switches. For example, to go from a lower
precision level to a higher one (from a small inner grid cell
to the bigger outer grid cell), the address is simply truncated.
This feature makes it attractive to create rules on commodity
OpenFlow switches since the format is amenable to wildcards.
In Section III-C, we provide examples of how this flexibility
is leveraged in our policy language.

Fig. 5: SADIQ policy language syntax

IoTFlows. For each action, we need to specify the IoTFlow(s) on which the action will be performed. For the
prioritization action, we can define a single IoTFlow or a list
of IoTFlows (ordered or unordered). We can also define an
approximate IoTFlow which can be interpreted differently by
each switch based on its context. We describe these options
in detail now.
The example below describes an exact address and the
policy to prioritize it. This type of policy provides the least
flexibility to the controller as it needs to use the exact same
address to insert suitable rules in the switches.
<PRIORITIZE packets from 15SWC1267 >
The example below shows an example of an unordered list.
<PRIORITIZE packets from LIST-MICE >
In this case, the application is asking the network to prioritize
those packets that belong to IoTFlows which are in the MICE
list. The application can specify the MICE list itself or it can
just specify the criterion for putting an address in the MICE
list (e.g., if bytes sent are less than a threshold). The latter
option allows the application to delegate the responsibility to
the network (i.e., controller) to keep track of list membership.
We can similarly also specify an ordered list, in which the
IoTFlows are ordered based on their priority (from higher
priority to lower priority).
Finally, the example below shows the use of an approximate
address:

B. Policies
We design a simple, SQL-like, high level policy language
to specify QoS actions on IoTFlows. The policy language
balances two aspects: it is fairly high level, yet it is cognizant
of the capabilities offered by the underlying SDN switches.
The policy language uses new QoS specific keywords as well
as other statistics and handles already available in SDN. Each
policy consists of a QoS action, the IoTFlows on which the
actions needs to be performed, and optional clauses which
put additional constraints on the policy. Figure 5 presents the
policy language syntax.
Actions. QoS actions depend on the underlying features of
the SDN switches. SADIQ currently supports three actions:
prioritizing, dropping, and bandwidth guarantees, but more
actions can be added depending on availability of new QoS
features. Because of its richness, we focus on prioritization
while describing the policy language.

<PRIORITIZE packets from 15SWC1267∗ >
The ∗ indicates that this is an approximate address, so the
network can consider other regions too, giving more preference
to areas closer to this address compared to areas that are far off.
The illustration grid in Figure 4(b) shows an example where
the application specifies the smallest square in the middle
to prioritize as an approximate address. Some switches (e.g.,
those experiencing high congestion) may just prioritize packets
4

of this region but other switches may prioritize neighboring
regions too, with lightly loaded switches prioritizing the whole
big square shown in the figure. This example shows how
SADIQ allows flexible policies that lets applications focus on
what is important for them while the network can optimize
based on the prevailing traffic conditions.
The above examples highlight the multiple uses of IoTFlow(s) in SADIQ with the PRIORITIZE action. As noted
earlier, we support other actions too which can be applied in
a similar manner. Also, we can combine two types of addresses
with some operation between them:

Set queue: which forwards matched packets directly into
a certain priority queue stating its ID.
• Set DSCP (Differentiated Services Code Point): which
changes the DSCP field in the packet’s header that could
be reflected on the queue selection once the packet is sent
to the output port.
• Metering: which directs matched packets into an OpenFlow meter table. Each OpenFlow meter table has a
defined rate and an action, when a packet exceeds this
rate the corresponding action is executed. Meter actions
could be either to drop the packet or remark its DSCP.
Metering is useful to create a simple rate limiter or to
provide bandwidth guarantees.
• Wildcards: A flow entry could specify all match header
fields explicitly, or allow aggregation of flows by using
wildcards. Wildcards can be applied on an entire field, or
just parts of the field using bitmasks.
• Rule priority: Each flow entry has a priority value that
defines the flow entry’s matching precedence. An incoming packet could match more than one entry in the flow
table, however, only the entry with the highest priority
would be applied.
OpenFlow Switch Rules. The high level QoS policies
typically result in one or more switch entries that need to
be inserted. The specific QoS actions – prioritization, bandwidth guarantees, etc – have corresponding building blocks in
OpenFlow that are used. The controller keeps into account the
state of the network in generating the entries, which provides
context. For example, what applications are using the network,
which hosts are involved, what are the ports and addresses used
by these applications. This ensures that even though the policy
is at a high level, yet it is translated into suitable actions at
the switch level.
The controller also attempts to translate the high-level
policies into as few flow entries as possible, thereby reducing
the flow table size. For this purpose, the controller uses information about the network conditions based on the statistics
reported by the switches. For example, if only few regions
have events going on (i.e., they are of our interest) then the
controller creates specific flow entries for every such region,
routing their packets to a high priority queue, and a general
flow entry that routes all other packets to the low priority
queue. In contrast, if another application has a small number of
elephant regions (and many mice regions) then the controller
would create a flow entry per elephant region routing its
packets to the low priority queue, and a single flow entry to
route all other packets to a high priority queue. This is another
example of how such low level optimization can take place,
with the help of the switches and the controller, without any
explicit involvement of the application.
We now walk through an example to show how the QoS
controller uses these building blocks in translating application
policies into switch rules. We consider a Smart City application that is monitoring a sports event taking place in a certain
town in the city. The application wants to give high priority
to packets coming from that town, but even higher priority
to packets coming from the exact area of the sports arena.
The QoS controller receives the policy from the application
•

<PRIORITIZE packets from LIST-MICE over
LIST-ELEPHANT >
In the above example, the MICE list will only get preference
over the ELEPHANT list and not against any other region.
Optional Clauses. Similar to SQL, SADIQ also supports
two optional clauses – WHERE and EXCEPT – which can
constrain the policy specification, add more information, or
exclude specific IoTFlows. These clauses take predicates
which support standard operations such as comparisons. The
keywords that can be specified as part of these clauses include
variables exposed by the SDN switches or controller (e.g.,
byte-count) or other predefined keywords like TIME. Some
examples of using these clauses include:
<PRIORITIZE packets from 15SWC1267 WHERE
TIME in [8am-10am] >
The above policy will prioritize packets of the specified IoTFlow only during the specified time. Similarly, the EXCEPT
clause can be used in the following way:
<PRIORITIZE packets from 15SWC16 EXCEPT
15SWC1267 >
This will prioritize all packets from the 10km2 except for
packets coming from one 1km2 area inside it.
C. QoS Controller
The QoS controller translates the policies into OpenFlow
rules that can be inserted in individual switches. The QoS
controller extends a standard SDN controller – it has a global
view of the topology as well as traffic conditions, but also
has specific support for QoS, leveraging the QoS features
available in SDN/OpenFlow switches. The key challenge for
the controller is to translate the high level policies into low
level switch rules, while keeping into account the constraints
and characteristics of the switches and the traffic they are
forwarding. We now describe the QoS building blocks that
the controller uses, how it generates the OpenFlow rules, and
how the rules are updated.
QoS Building Blocks. Note that OpenFlow presents a flow
table abstraction: each flow entry consists of a set of match
header fields that define a flow, and an action field that defines
how to process packets [9]. However, OpenFlow has many
features that allow these simple flow entries to be enhanced
to support richer rules. Our QoS controller uses the following
building blocks to construct QoS specific rules.
5

Fig. 6: Example of flow entries translated from high level QoS polices
Translator: The translator turns the application policies into
FLOW MOD messages to add or delete flow entries. The
FLOW MOD match will specify the IoTFlow address field
with a bitmask corresponding to the granularity of the MGRS
address selected by the application or the controller. The action
sets the DSCP value according to the selected flow priority
and forwards it to the next output port. The DSCP value is
reflected on the queue selection once the packet reaches the
port.

(to prioritize this location) – the policy contains the MGRS
address of the 1km2 grid cell surrounding the sports arena
(e.g., 10SEG 98 32).
Figure 6 shows the flow entries required to support this
policy. In this example, we assume that IoT packets are sent
on top of UDP using a registered UDP destination socket
port for IoT. Thus, IoT packets of this Smart City application
are identified by matching the destination IP address, and the
destination UDP port. However, matching against the new
header field (IoTFlow address) would enable differentiating
between packets of the same application. By applying bitmask
wildcards on the MGRS address, we are able to aggregate
packets using different geographical granularity. All three
entries map flows to the same output port but different queues
with different priorities (1, 2, and 3). Packets coming from
the sports arena area would match all three entries, yet only
the first entry would be applied since it has the highest
priority. Therefore, packets from the exact area of the event
will occupy the highest priority queue. The controller creates
the second entry to aggregate packets coming from the same
town but areas other than the sports arena by using the 10km2
granularity of the address (10SEG 9 3) and a lower priority.
And lastly, all other packets coming from other towns that
have no events would only match the last entry leading them
to the queue with the lowest priority.

B. IoTFlow Abstraction
OpenFlow v1.3 (and later versions) supports the experimenter match fields: OFPXMC EXPERIMENTER. SADIQ
controller defines a new match field by adding its custom
header to the OFPMP TABLE FEATURES request message
to the switches. Many commodity switches, including the
HP Aruba 2930F switch [18] we use in our testbed, support
defining custom match fields in TCAM tables with wildcard
and mask capabilities. Using this feature we define IoTFlow
address as an application layer (L7) header field in IoT packets
which holds the MGRS address of the source sensor. The full
MGRS address is 15 bytes, thus, IoTFlow address is defined
to be 128 bits (15 bytes + a zero padding byte). We send IoT
packets on top of UDP over a registered UDP port and use this
port to identify IoT traffic. The switch parses the first 128 bits
after the UDP header of IoT packets as the IoTFlow address.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION
We now describe the implementation of SADIQ focusing on
three key elements: the realization of IoTFlow, implementation
of the QoS controller, and its interaction with OpenFlow
switches.

V. E VALUATION
We evaluate SADIQ on a small-scale SDN testbed. Our
experiments comprise of microbenchmarks, where we evaluate
throughput of IoTFlow forwarding, as well as macrobenchmarks, where we evaluate SADIQ’s performance for Weather
Signal [11] and Melbourne Smart Parking [12] applications
against existing schemes.

A. QoS Controller
We extend the Floodlight [10] controller to implement
SADIQ’s QoS controller which consists of three modules:
Policy Manager: The policy manager defines a REST (Representational State Transfer) [16] API for the communication
with applications. The applications send REST calls in a
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [17] format that holds
the application policy (IoTFlow, action, {optional clauses})
explained earlier.
Network Monitor: The network monitor periodically (every 5 seconds) collects statistics from the network switches,
which include: ports, queues, and flow statistics. A notification
is sent to the translator module if a certain switch statistics
cross some defined thresholds. The notification includes the
switch’s datapath ID and its statistics list.

A. Evaluation Settings
1) Testbed: Our testbed consists of three 1Gbps HP Aruba
2930F switches [18] connected in a tree topology, as shown
in Figure 7, a single controller that runs on a Dell workstation
(8 core, 2.67GHz Intel Xeon processor), an application server
running on a Lenovo workstation (24 core, 2.5GHz Intel Xeon
processor), and 20 traffic generators running on 4 Shuttle
XPCs (dual core, 2.93GHz Intel CoreTM ).
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regions. We calculate the occupancy percentage of each
region r at time t as:
Occupancyrt =

5) Application Servers: We implement two server applications that emulate the processing of both the Weather Signal
and the Smart Parking applications. Both application servers
receive the IoT packets over UDP. The Weather Signal server
calculates the running average temperature of 10km2 regions
and updates the QoS controller with a List-based policy that
contains an ordered list of mice and elephant regions, and
a request to prioritize the mice regions. As for the Smart
Parking server, it calculates the real-time parking occupancy
percentage of each 100m2 and 1km2 regions and updates the
QoS controller with a list of regions with highest parking
occupancy to prioritize them.

Fig. 7: Topology used in the experiments.
2) Traffic: We select four months of data from both applications, and convert the GPS coordinates of each sample in
the dataset into the full MGRS address. The samples are then
regenerated as UDP packets using our traffic generator. For
both applications, we scale up the data to emulate a larger scale
scenario which causes network congestion. For the Melbourne
Smart Parking application, we also scale-up the data spatially
by 120x by assuming that each single day of the 4 month data
was coming from a different city. We split the data across
the 20 generators which send the packets following a Poisson
process. We vary the average rate of the traffic between
900Mbps-980Mbps. Moreover, to test SADIQ’s response to
increase in congestion, we increase the load by an extra 5%
for 60 seconds in each experiment. The raise in congestion
is detected by the increase in the packet drop rate, which is
reported by the switches to the controller.
3) Evaluation Schemes: We evaluate SADIQ against two
other schemes:
• Baseline (No QoS): All packets are treated the same, and
go into a single Drop Tail queue.
• Static QoS: The application sets its QoS policy, but it is
static and not updated according to changes in the application context, nor tuned according to changes in the network
state.
4) Metrics: QoS has traditional well-known metrics: bandwidth, delay, jitter, and packet loss. In our evaluation we focus
on the packet loss aspect, however, from an application-level
perspective. Instead of comparing the rate of packet loss of
different schemes, we rather measure the effect of the same
packet loss rate from the application point of view under
the different schemes. Therefore, we introduce the following
application-specific metrics for the comparison:
• Error in Temperature: For Weather Signal, we calculate
the absolute error in temperature per region compared with
the ideal case of zero packet loss.

B. Complete illustrative example
Before presenting the results of our experiments and their
discussion, we first go through a full illustrative example of
the workflow of our framework using one of the proposed
applications, Melbourne Smart Parking:
1) As mentioned earlier a Smart Parking application is based
on a system of in-ground sensors that monitors parking
spaces. Each in-ground sensor detects a parking action,
i.e., when a car parks or leaves a parking space, and
uploads this action to an online database. When receiving
a parking action from a specific region, the application
server recalculates the occupancy percentage of that
region according to the occupancy equation mentioned
earlier. The Smart Parking aims to provide higher parking
accuracy to areas that are witnessing events, and thus,
have high occupancy (since more people will be looking
for parking spaces in that region).
2) The parking application sends the top x regions (or
regions with occupancy higher that x%) to the controller
to grant them higher priority, example:
PRIORITIZE packets from 15SWC1267,
15SWC1289, 15SWC1437
The controller receives the policies and updates the flow
entries accordingly. If the controller detects high load
in some of the switches it will alter the flow entries to
priorities only specific regions of events and not nearby
regions to ensure the accuracy of parking reporting of
those regions.
3) Steps 2 & 3 are periodically repeated with each change
either in the parking occupancy or the network load.

Error = |IdealT emperature − ReportedT emperature|
•

#OccupiedP arkingSpacesrt
∗ 100%.
#P arkingSpacesr

Error in Parking Status Accuracy: For Melbourne Smart
Parking, any lost packet compared to the ideal case would
result in an incorrect reporting of a parking space status in
that region, i.e., application will report space as vacant when
it is occupied or as occupied when it is vacant. However, an
incorrect status of a parking space when a region is highly
occupied becomes much more critical than when a region
has many vacant parking spaces. Thus, we also report the
occupancy percentage of the region while reporting the error
in parking status, with greater focus on high occupancy

C. Results and Discussion
We first evaluate the performance of IoTFlow forwarding
in comparison with IP forwarding before presenting the QoS
benefits of SADIQ on both the Weather Signal and Melbourne
Smart parking applications, and finally, we show how the
QoS controller tunes the IoTFlow granularity when faced with
different switch resource levels.
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(a) Improvement in
the percentage of regions with temperature error >= 0.1 C◦

Fig. 8: Throughput comparison between matching on IPv4
source address and IoTFlow address
TABLE I: Packet Loss Effect on Elephants vs. Mice Regions
Region

Ideal Sample Count

Number of lost Samples

Error in Temperature

47PPR62
18STD32
59GNP30

46262
53
2

1215
4
2

0.0048
1.95
Null

(b) Improvement in
the percentage of regions with temperature error >= 1 C◦

(c)
Improvement
in the percentage
of completely lost
regions

Fig. 9: Improvement in the percentage of regions with reported
temperature error compared with the baseline
and across different drop rates (0.2% to 5%). The Static QoS
method slightly decreases the percentage of those regions at a
maximum of 8.7% less than the baseline when the drop rate
reached 5%. However, SADIQ shows more reduction in the
percentage of regions with error which increases significantly
as the drop rate increases, reaching 26.3% reduction at drop
rate of 5%.
We further highlight that SADIQ not only reduces the
number of regions with error but also the degree of error by
showing the improvement in the percentage of regions with
error >= 1 C◦ (Figure 9b). SADIQ reduced the percentage of
regions with error >= 1 C◦ from 5.1% to only 0.06%, while
the Static QoS method was only able to reduce it to 2.7%.
Moreover, Figure 9c shows the improvement in the percentage
of completely lost regions. SADIQ had zero lost regions until
3% drop rate and it reached a maximum of only 0.006% at
5% drop rate with 0.6% fewer completely lost regions than
the baseline.
Melbourne Smart Parking QoS We calculate the number
of incorrect parking statuses of each region at each occupancy
level. Figure 10a shows that the total percentage of incorrect
parking statuses across all regions using the three methods is
almost the same. However, Figure 10b shows the improvement
of the percentage of incorrect parking statuses across regions
when the occupancy of those regions was greater than 60%.
Static QoS had 0.2% incorrect parking statuses less than the
baseline, while SADIQ had 6.0% less, reducing it from 6.2%
to only 0.2% which is around a 30x improvement. This shows
that although SADIQ was under the same network and packet
loss conditions, it gave priority to the more important packets
from an application perspective. Moreover, the reason that the
static QoS method did not show as much improvement over
baseline as in the Weather Signal scenario is due to the more
frequent changes in the parking occupancy which make the
dynamic update of the QoS policies more crucial.
Tuning IoTFlow granularity The QoS controller selects
the suitable IoTFlow granularity level based on the switch
flow entry capacity to maintain the highest QoS possible for
the application. To show that, we vary the flow entry capacity
of the edge switch connected to the application server (which
suffers from the highest congestion) and ran SADIQ with and
without the location aggregation feature under the same traffic
load (980Mbps). Without location aggregation, flow entries

IoTFlow Forwarding Performance We evaluate the performance of forwarding based on the new IoTFlow address
and compare it with forwarding based on the IP address. We
make the comparison by assessing the throughput as a function
of packet size. We fill up the switch with 1400 flow entries
(max table capacity) that match on random IPv4 addresses
and generate traffic from 4 hosts with IPv4 source address
randomly selected from the same list. We then repeat the
experiments with the same settings for the IoTFow address.
Figure 8 shows the results. Each experiment was repeated
three time for each packet size and the average throughput
is presented. As expected, the performance decreases as the
packet size decreases. However, the forwarding performance
of the IoTFlow address was very similar to the IPv4 source
address, which we anticipated since both the IPv4 and the
IoTFlow fields are supported in TCAM. We also evaluate
the performance of forwarding based on exact match verses
wildcard match of the IoTFlow. Our results show no noticeable difference between wildcard and exact match forwarding
across different number of flow entries (results omitted due to
space constraints).
WeatherSignal QoS To better reason about the Weather
Signal results, we first show the impact of packet loss on
mice verses elephants regions as seen in Table I. Region
47PPR62, a city named Krung Thep in Thailand, is one of
the largest elephant regions in our dataset. Due to the high
number of samples received from 47PPR62, a loss of 1215
packets resulted in only 0.0048 absolute error in temperature
compared with the ideal case. On the other hand, region
18STD32, Pender County in North Carolina, USA is one
example of a mice region. Only 4 samples were lost from
18STD32, however it translated into 1.95 absolute error in
temperature. Finally, an extreme case is region 59GNP30, an
area in Westland, New Zealand, which had only 2 samples and
both samples were lost. Such regions would have 100% loss
in coverage, and no representation of that period in time. For
some IoT applications this type of loss could be very critical
and might result in significant loss of functionality for the
users.
Figure 9a compares the improvement in the percentage of
regions with temperature error >= 0.1 C◦ over the baseline
8

VI. R ELATED W ORK

(a) Total percentage of incorrect parking statuses

QoS in the Internet. There is a large body of prior work
on providing QoS in the Internet. Proposals like IntServ [19]
support QoS through a combination of admission control,
policing, and intelligent scheduling techniques, but suffer from
scalability concerns. Other more scalable proposals include
DiffServ [20] and MPLS-TE [21] which mark packets at the
edges depending on the desired QoS treatment and the routers
use this marking to decide how packets should be scheduled or
dropped [22]–[25]. Unlike these proposals, SADIQ provides
fine-grained control by using a location-based abstraction, and
leverages several SDN features to provide QoS.
QoS in Modern Settings. Some recent proposals explore
the potential of SDN in automating QoS control [26]–[28].
They use SDN-enabled mechanisms, such as dynamic network
slicing and flow aggregation, to provide applications with
adaptive QoS. However, their QoS policies are only adaptive
to changes in the network workloads and are unaware of
changes in the application context, which is the case in
SADIQ. Other proposals provide more application-awareness
in utilizing SDN to provide QoS in domains other than IoT,
such as video transmission [29]–[32] and interactive online
gaming [33], [34]. These studies incorporate applicationspecific characteristics such as video encoding methods in their
QoS policies to achieve better user experience. In SADIQ
we focus on the unique requirements of IoT applications,
such as location-based QoS abstraction and policies. Finally,
some studies [35]–[37] consider QoS requirements of different
IoT applications while relying on existing QoS mechanisms
whereas SADIQ proposes new abstraction and mechanisms to
provide QoS for IoT applications.
Location Awareness Recent work has called for location
awareness for IoT and sensor applications. The work in [38]
suggests matching on sensor attributes including the address
to better utilize the network resources. The model in [39]
proposes routing/forwarding packets based on the geographical
location. Unlike these proposals, our work focuses on the QoS
benefits from combining the location-awareness with the realtime context-awareness of IoT applications, and presents a
complete system, including a new abstraction, policy language,
and QoS controller.
SDN Controllers and Languages SADIQ is inspired by
SDN and the move towards separation of concerns between the
data and control planes. Our work complements existing work
on SDN controllers and SDN policy languages as it provides
support which is specifically tailored for IoT applications.
Similar to other controllers (e.g., Nox [40], Floodlight [10],
Onix [41], etc), SADIQ’s QoS controller bridges the gap
between high-level application policies and low-level data
plane support. Similarly, SDN languages, such as Frenetic [42]
and Maple [43], also provide high-level policy abstractions
to simplify controlling SDN networks. Recent proposals like
QtKat [44] are most relevant as they define an SDN language
with high-level abstractions for QoS primitives, such as queuing and rate limiters to simplify QoS control in SDN. QtKat
reasons about QoS at the granularity of flows, which they
generically define as set of packets that share some traffic

(b) Improvement when occupancy >= 60%

Fig. 10: Total percentage of incorrect parking statuses and
improvement in the percentage of incorrect parking statuses
across regions when the parking occupancy >= 60%

Fig. 11: Effect of location aggregation on the percentage of
incorrect parking statuses across regions when occupancy >=
60% over different switch flow entry capacities

of the high occupancy regions are sent with the fine-grained
granularity (in this case 1km2 ) and if the flow capacity of
the switch is lower than the number of flow entries, then only
the top ones are inserted and the rest are ignored. However,
using the location aggregation feature in SADIQ, the QoS
controller will select a coarser-grained granularity (10km2 )
for some regions and group them into a single flow entry. The
controller will try to keep the majority of flow entries in the
fine-grained granularity level and only perform aggregation
into a coarser-grained level when it is absolutely required.
Figure 11 shows the percentage of incorrect parking statues
when the occupancy >= 60% across different switch flow
entry capacities and compares between running SADIQ with
and without location aggregation (note the decreasing scale of
the x-axis). At flow capacity of 1400 and 1200, all flow entries
with the fine-grained granularity fit in the switch, therefore,
there was no location aggregation and both methods perform
the same. However, as the flow entry capacity decreases, the
QoS controller starts to aggregate locations into a coarsergrained granularity to keep providing high priority to all high
occupancy regions. The results show that aggregation yielded
between 2-3x improvement over having no aggregation. However, since aggregation also causes some unintended regions
to get high priority, it creates a higher competition for the
high occupancy regions for the bandwidth. This explains the
decrease of improvement to only 1.3x as the flow capacity
gets smaller to 200 flow entries.
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characteristics. Moreover, their language also incorporates the
concept of aggregation of multiple flows to be modeled as a
single flow in terms of their QoS requirements. As part of future work, we will explore integrating our policy language with
QtKat by introducing the location-based IoTFlow abstraction
and flow aggregation based on location granularity.
Richer Abstractions. Many researchers have noted the
limitation of flow based abstractions for data center applications and have proposed richer abstractions that capture
the needs of specific applications. This include proposals like
Baraat [45] and CoFlow [46] which target cloud applications
like MapReduce and Search. SADIQ also provides a high-level
abstraction, but it is based on location and not coflow.

commodity SDN switches and controllers, and can provide
benefits for emerging IoT applications.
A PPENDIX
Artifact Evaluation. To install SADIQ and reproduce all
the results in this paper please refer to https://github.com/
SADIQIoT/SADIQ. The repository contains the SADIQ software components and the application data traces used in the
analysis and experiments of this paper. It should be noted that
SADIQ should run using any OpenFLow 1.3 enabled switches,
however, it has been only tested on HP Aruba 2930F switches.
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